Towards a hemodynamic BCI using transcranial Doppler without user-specific training data.
Transcranial Doppler (TCD) was recently introduced as a new brain-computer interface (BCI) modality for detecting task-induced hemispheric lateralization. To date, single-trial discrimination between a lateralized mental activity and a rest state has been demonstrated with long (45 s) activation time periods. However, the possibility of detecting successive activations in a user-independent framework (i.e. without training data from the user) remains an open question. The objective of this research was to assess TCD-based detection of lateralized mental activity with a user-independent classifier. In so doing, we also investigated the accuracy of detecting successive lateralizations. Approach. TCD data from 18 participants were collected during verbal fluency, mental rotation tasks and baseline counting tasks. Linear discriminant analysis and a set of four time-domain features were used to classify successive left and right brain activations. In a user-independent framework, accuracies up to 74.6 ± 12.6% were achieved using training data from a single participant, and lateralization task durations of 18 s. Subject-independent, algorithmic classification of TCD signals corresponding to successive brain lateralization may be a feasible paradigm for TCD-BCI design.